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Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT) is gaining attention because of its broad
applicability, especially by integrating smart devices for massive communica-
tion during sensing tasks. IoT-assisted Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are
suitable for various applications like industrial monitoring, agriculture, and
transportation. In this regard, routing is challenging to �nd an ef�cient path
using smart devices for transmitting the packets towards big data repositories
while ensuring ef�cient energy utilization. This paper presents the Robust
Cluster Based Routing Protocol (RCBRP) to identify the routing paths where
less energy is consumed to enhances the network lifespan. The scheme is pre-
sented in six phases to explore �ow and communication. We propose the two
algorithms: i) energy-ef�cient clustering and routing algorithm and ii) distance
and energy consumption calculation algorithm. The scheme consumes less
energy and balances the load by clustering the smart devices. Our work is
validated through extensive simulation using Matlab. Results elucidate the
dominance of the proposed scheme is compared to counterparts in terms of
energy consumption, the number of packets received at BS and the number
of active and dead nodes. In the future, we shall consider edge computing to
analyze the performance of robust clustering.

Keywords: Energy ef�ciency routing; load balancing; cluster selection

1 Introduction

With the rapid growth in the internet of things (IoT) based WSNs, low-cost sensor nodes
are manufactured to perform data collection, data transmission, and distant monitoring [1]. The
applicability of green sensor nodes provides a broad-scale deployment of WSNs [2]. IoT-enabled
smart nodes are resource constraints in terms of energy, computing capabilities, and availability of
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storage. Therefore, the minimum amount of energy should be consumed for robust routing mech-
anisms [3]. Ef�cient energy utilization within a network is a challenging task [4]. Smart sensing
devices are utilized in several applications, including battle�eld surveillance, structure inspection,
target range imaging, and identifying ambient situations like heat, mobility, and noise [5]. The
sensor nodes are mostly deployed randomly in hostile environments where the data is collected
and shared with the sink node. It arises the need for ef�cient routing methods along with green
computing [6]. The sensor nodes transmit data to the cluster head (CH) that forwards it to the
sink or Base Station (BS) for further communication. The aggregated healthcare data is also
saved at cloud repositories for further analysis [7]. IoT-enabled smart sensor nodes are suitable for
resolving several physical world issues and sensing bottlenecks, where many smart devices exchange
information [8]. It is infeasible in hostile environments after deployment to add energy sources in
sensor nodes [9]. We consider hierarchical protocols for evaluating energy consumption, network
lifetime, and load balancing.

The WSNs have a very limited lifespan owing to the �xed energy capacity of deployed
sensor nodes. Consequently, energy-ef�cient routing is considered a challenging research domain
in WSN [10]. Several existing strategies are presented to provide energy-ef�cient routing in WSNs.
However, clustering-based protocols are commonly utilized for routing [11]. In [12], energy is
ef�ciently employed while forwarding data packets towards the BS. Most of the routing based
existing research studies have essentially focused on ef�cient energy consumption [13]. Sensor
nodes generate a huge amount of data and transmission of this massive amount of data cause
collision. A multi-channel transmission technique is utilized to reduce con�ict among sensor
nodes [14]. Several conventional routing strategies employed composite event detection to reduce
energy consumption. However, centroid based routing enhances the performance of the network
by utilizing ef�cient energy [15]. When communication among sensor nodes and BS is completed,
a black hole attack occurs due to the random selection of CH [16].

This paper presents the Robust Custer Based Routing Protocol (RCBRP) that enhances the
performance by considering ef�cient energy consumption. The system model involves sensor nodes,
sublayer CH (SCH), CH, and BS. It considers clusters where CH is selected based on the highest
weight that depends on maximum energy and shortest distance. The main contributions of this
work are as follows;

1) We explored the literature for the routing mechanisms based on clusters of smart devices.
Several secure routing strategies are considered.

2) We present the proposed RCBRP approach comprises of six phases like setup phase, initial-
ization, distance calculation, cluster formation, CH selection, rotation, and communication.

3) We proposed the Energy Ef�cient Clustering and Routing algorithms.
4) We also proposed distance calculation and energy utilization calculation algorithms.
5) Finally, we utilize an ef�cient energy consumption mechanism to explore the energy

utilization between all the nodes. Rotation of CH and SCH is also used for load balancing.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 explores the literature review for
existing routing schemes. Section 3 presents the six phases for the proposed RCBRP approach.
Section 4 explores the results and analysis. Finally, Section 5 concludes our work.

2 Literature Review

In this section, several intelligent routing strategies are discussed. Moreover, IoT enabled WSN
are based on intelligent devices that can collect the data from an observed �eld and communicate
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with other devices using a wireless link [17]. Data sharing from one node to another seems very
easy but ef�cient transmission of data from sensor nodes to BS is an essential research topic
in routing [18]. There do exist multiple algorithms for ef�cient routing. However, the lifetime of
sensor nodes, load balancing [19], the consumption of energy [20], and transmission costs [21] are
the main challenging issues in WSN. Several existing studies provide energy-ef�cient routing algo-
rithms. In this scenario, LEACH [22] presents a clustering algorithm for periodic data collection. It
is divided into two phases setup phase and steady phase. The setup phase provides the distribution
of CHs, and the steady phase considers the direct transmission of data from CH to the sink node.
LEACH-C [23] provides a selection of CH based on the higher residual energy of the nodes.
EECS [24] presents an unequal size cluster formation approach while considering the distance
from the sink. The existing scheme includes different related routing protocols like TEEN [25],
APTEEN [26], LEACH [27,28], SEP [29]. Mostly, routing based schemes are introduced for
minimizing energy consumption.

Likewise, TEEN is used to improve the network life [30]. In TEEN, not all packets reached
the destination because of the dead nodes. A hybrid routing protocol APTEEN considers the
ef�cient utilization of energy. It supports frequent data sharing in reactive and real networks [31].
PEGASIS forwards the data packets to BS in the ordered form [32]. It did not consider the
energy level of CH for selection. It is one of the sequence-based protocols to enhance network
life. HEED considers the remaining energy of sensor nodes [33]. Inferior nodes consume more
energy as nearer to the BS and manage the additional load. Therefore, multi-hop routing utilizes
more energy [34]. The reduction of signals, symmetric links are used but not considered statistical
symbols. It transmits the symmetric key over the open network before the actual data packets
transmission [35]. LEACH is a time division multiple approach based strategy. It applies to
achieve ef�cient data communication among nodes and the randomly selected CH [36]. EECDRA
reduces the route reconstruction cost towards mobile sink node by selecting optimal paths [37].
If the random number is selected between 0 and 1, then it is not be more than threshold as

T(s) =
{
p/1−P ∗

[
rmod 1

P

]
[38]. The energy of normal node is less than advance nodes. The

probabilities of advanced node and normal node are P
adv=

Popt·〈1+α〉
1+m·α

and P
nrm=

Popt
1+m·α

respectively

where Popt is the probability of selecting an optimal one from all other nodes to covert as a
CH [38]. In improved LEACH protocol, CH expands nodes locality when the distance between
nodes is closed and sometimes distant from each other [39]. Several clustering algorithms enhance
network lifespan by choosing the nodes with high residual energy [40]. For achieving energy
ef�ciency, the LEACH protocol is utilized to select a speci�c number of nodes for sending data
towards the BS. The decision of nodes is based on random numbers 0 and 1. In the existing
round, the nodes become a CH if the total is fewer than the threshold. The percentage of CH

is calculated in Eq. (1) [41] at this time
(
rmod 1

p

)
is the appropriate nodes in the round-robin

cycle, P is used for the division of CH. In this Context, The Energy-ef�cient multi-hop LEACH-
based clustering protocol elaborates the factors for the selection of the CH in LEACH protocol.
EM-LEACH protocol is implemented to enhance the network lifespan and also improve the
effectiveness of the energy [42].

T(n)=

 P

1−P
(
rmod 1

p

) if n ∈G

0, otherwise

 (1)
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2.1 Cluster-Based Routing Protocols
In IoT-assisted WSN, many existing protocols are implemented to enhance the network

lifetime and energy ef�ciency. The limited power of a battery is an essential factor in WSNs [43].
Different clustering methods are presented for minimizing energy consumption. In this context,
the Leach algorithm decreasing network energy utilization [44]. The introduced algorithm is
based on the steady and setup phase for communication and maintenance of clusters [45]. The
introduced clustering algorithm reduces energy consumption in the CH selection procedure [46]
An enhanced leach algorithm considers the nodes remaining energy, extensive space. It expands
the remaining energy range to provide ef�cient energy consumption and also improve the CH
selection criteria [47]. Reference [48] considers the remaining energy of nodes at CH for preserving
these nodes’ energy while transmitting data among CH and the BS. Similarly, RPL consumes less
energy and increases network lifetime [49]. The improved LEACH algorithm overcomes the defects
of the existing leach algorithm while selecting the CH. In this trust aware approach, an energy-
ef�cient heterogeneous method utilizes joint trust to optimally choose a path for communication
in the network [50]. The RPL implements a new space path routing protocol of IPv6 to solve
the energy problem [51]. Ef�cient energy consumption is one of the main challenging issues for
future research studies in WSN [52]. The progress of IP-based, RPL protocol is an adequate
practical standard. The outline of RPL permits to use of altered routing metrics and impartial
occupation. For the optimization of the altered item, most of the RPL routing protocols are
used. In WSN, sending the packet in the original time is responsible for normal sensor nodes [53].
Multi-hop is the transmission mode of inter-cluster in the arena of the ring. For the arrangement
of limitations and metrics, RPL is used to determine the impartial occupation to construct the
DoDAG. To established the track near the sink, every node combines with DoDAG [54]. CO-
RPL optimizes the real RPL routing protocol for the selection of multiple paths [55]. Constructed
centric rings provide equal distribution data for transmission and energy consumption in each ring
is identical to cluster-based multi-hop transmissions [56]. In [57] every node checks the escaping
time to determine the thresh hold value for clustering formation communication.

The energy-ef�cient algorithm EECBRA [40] is used for routing data towards the BS. The CH
selection is based on maximum remaining energy and the smallest members of the clusters. Before
the transmission of packets cost of energy and transmission is preserved. Due to �ltering and
data aggregation, casual blocking is decreased. The sensor collaborates with a CH for forwarding
data towards BS [58]. The K-mean clustering algorithm divides the nodes based on clusters. Then,
decide the optimal packet size based on condition channels, the transmitter’s radio parameters,
and the receiver [59]. A clustering-based protocol employs a substantial amount of energy in the
data communication phase. An uneven cluster formation approach is utilized for energy ef�ciency
and load balancing [60]. The TRAF routing protocol is implemented for the collective networks
in the conviction model. It considers security and load balancing. In a practical scenario, this
algorithm is inef�cient for energy. Therefore, TESRP provides ef�cient energy consumption. TLAR
protocol is utilized for the intention of reliance on straight and secondary values. TESRP and
TLAR protocols are not suitable for load balancing [38]. S-SEECH is implemented to evaluate the
distance between the CH to the sink node. Many secure routing protocols are introduced due to
the cause of attacks that can occur. Keys are utilized for minimizing the consumption of energy
and improve performance [61]. The MAC algorithm improves the performance of the system.
Hence, a holistic strategy is utilized to enhance system performance. The holistic strategy is the
most suitable solution by comparing with single-layer based solutions because the Holistic method
considers all network layers. The disadvantage of the holistic approach is that it consumes more
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time while implementing composite computations [62]. The advanced nodes have extra energy
than the common nodes, and some speci�c kinds of routing protocols present for ef�cient energy
utilization to enhances network life [63]. The nodes around the sink handling heavy traf�c loads
owing to battery power drop abruptly. The SEP method does not consider the change in energy
and dominant nodes die �rst [64]. The introduced holistic approach makes the routing path energy
ef�cient but this approach takes more time to compute the problematic scheme.

2.2 Energy Ef�cient Routing Algorithm
The routing protocol provides ef�cient energy utilization, secure data transmission, and

authentication [65]. In [66], it considers the sink node’s distance to the neighbor nodes, energy
consumption, and secure routing [67]. LEACH-TM depends on the energy effective routing pro-
tocol LEACH and provides trust aware secure routing protocol. An energy-ef�cient secure routing
model is discussed to detect the black hole attack. It also increases network lifespan by decreasing
the cost of energy [68]. The development of a secure and energy-ef�cient routing protocol is a
challenging task [69,70]. The ef�cient protocols are implemented for improving the performance
of the system. The opportunistic routing (OR) algorithm helps in the candidate node’s election
and provides coordination between the sensor nodes. Moreover, EXOR is a novel approach that
capable of performing data routing tasks ef�ciently [45]. Existing studies prevent different security
attacks and also preserve the integrity of sensitive data [71]. In the OR algorithm, the election of
candidates from the neighboring table is based on priority. The set selection for transmission is
the limitation of this protocol [72]. RAEED-EA formally Analyzed Energy Ef�cient WSN routing
Protocol. It is utilized for secure data routing and security against the DOS attack [73].

3 Proposed Robust Cluster-Based Routing Protocol

This section presents a new Robust Custer Based Routing Protocol (RCBRP) to enhance
performance through ef�cient energy utilisation. The clustering method is utilized for the selection
of CH on prede�ned criteria; each cluster is subdivided into smaller regions. We present six
phases including initialization, setup phase, distance calculation, cluster formation, selection of
CH, selection of SCH, and energy consumption model. Fig. 1a shows the layers of clusters that
include sensor nodes, SCH, CH, and the BS. Firstly, we assume that sensor nodes are equally
distributed in the network and send collected data to its perspective SCH. Moreover, SCH sends
data towards the main CH. In the �rst round, when nodes send data to their perspective, CH
their energy remains the same after completing the �rst round. It consumes more energy when the
main CH sends data of all the clusters to the BS. This section de�nes the consumption of energy
between all nodes to the BS. The rotation of CH and sublayer CH is used for load balancing. The
node whose energy is less than the threshold value is considered a dead node. After completing
all rounds, only those nodes take part that is alive. A list of notations is provided in Fig. 1b.

We present an energy-ef�cient routing protocol where we select CH and SCH based on weight.
The weight is determined by considering the remaining energy and distance. Weights are calculated
purely based on the minimum distance and maximum remaining energy of each node. The CH
and SCH will be those nodes that have greater weight among their respective clusters. For low
energy consumption, we introduce two factors. First, we divide the network into the main cluster
and sublayer clusters. CH is selected from the main cluster that is closer to the BS whereas the
SCH is selected among others. By introducing the concept of sublayer clusters, the distance among
the normal nodes to SCH becomes smaller as the size of the sublayer cluster is small as well.
Second, we introduce a threshold distance for SCH. When the distance of SCH is greater than
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the threshold, it will relay its data through other nodes based on their residual energy. Otherwise,
it will directly forward the traf�c to the CH. The threshold distance is saved energy consumption
by maintaining the energy level of the work and preventing the farther nodes from dead early.
Finally, we introduce BS at one corner of the network and the nodes at one side of the BS.

Symbol Description

SNs Sensor Nodes
BS Base Station
ESN Energy
LOCSN Location
INT_MSG Initialization Message
CH Cluster Head
SCH Sublayer Cluster Head
WTSN Weight
RE Residual Energy
IDSN Sensor Node’s ID
FWD Forward
KPI Key Performance Indicator
ETH Energy Threshold
SE System Energy
ESTH System Threshold Energy

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Proposed model for RCBRP in (a) and list of notations in (b)

The proposed model took only a single network and this model can help to integrate more
networks with the same BS from other sides by introducing directional antennas. The main
objective of this work is the selection of the optimal route to prolong the network lifespan. We
proposed RCBRP to select the optimal path and maintain the energy load of the whole network.
Due to clustering, RCBRP is also balancing the load. In phase-I, we distribute N sensor nodes
randomly to set up a network. We assume that BS is placed outside the network, i.e., at one
corner of the network. In phase II every sensor node �rst sends the initialization message or
packet to the BS for initialization. In this context, each message contains the following �elds,
including Message-Id, Max-distance, CH-ID, Average Energy, and Authentication of CH. Sender’s
id is utilized to forward the message from the sensor node to the BS. The coordinates of I and
j show the location of the node. The sublayer is introduced for the information of CH. Energy
levels are used to determine the energy of each node. Message-id is used to inform the receiver
about the nature of the message. MAX-distance is considered to determine the distance to each
node. The CH-ID is introduced to represent the ID of the CH in the clusters. Authentication
ensures route security. The BS calculates the distance among each sensor node de�nes in the
next phase. It sends a broadcast message to each node by using a feedback message comprised
of the following �elds; Sender’s Id, Coordinates of I, Coordinates of J, Energy Level, Sublayer
information, and Authentication of BS. Steps of RCBRA de�nes in Tab. 1.

During phase-III for distance calculation, nodes send the location information to the BS and
the BS forwards feedback messages towards all the nodes to locate the distance of each node with
the perspective of BS. The BS also does the clustering in the entire network. Function distance
call explores the steps of distance calculation at BS. It calculates the distance from the perspective
of the distance formula. In the setup phase, BS computes the distance of each node using its
location. Each node exchanges the data packets with BS, and the distance is utilized to evaluate
consumed energy as shown in Fig. 2a.
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Table 1: Clustering and routing Protocol and cluster formation algorithm

Energy ef�cient clustering and routing protocol Cluster formation and CH selection algorithm

1. SNs→BS: {INT_MSG(ESN‖LOCSN)} 1. Function cluster formation BEGIN
2. BS: Calculate {EC(SNs→BS), DST(SNs→BS), WTSN} 2. Nodes→BS (location_msg, energy)
3. BS: IF WTSN is MAX: Select {CH} 3. divide the simulation region into 15 small groups.
4. BS: Create {CST‖SCH} 4. if node (i)= cluster (j) then
5. BS→ SNs: {FBD_MSG (CST‖CH‖SCH), (DST‖RE‖IDSN)} 5. Label node (i) belongs to cluster (j)
6. SNs:EvalDST(SNs→ SCH&CH, SCH→CH, CH→BS) 6. End if
7. SNs→ SCH & CH: {COM} 7. check for all ‘I’s and all of ‘j’s
8. IF SCH is farther: {multi-hop} 8. END
9. SCH→ SCHMH : {COM}
10. SCHMH→CH: {COM} 9. Function CH_SCH_Selection BEGIN
11. CH→BS: {COM} 10. Sort (distance) for the initial selection of CH
12. BS: {Evaluate and FWD to DNT} 11. select min (distance)
13. ELSE (go to step 15) 12. Select max (distance)
14. SCH→CH: {COM} 13. if min and max energy consumes less energy then
15. Repeat step 12&13 14. select that part for CH
16. SNs: Compute {EC[CH‖SCH‖SNs]} 15. End if
17. WT: Calculate{KPI[ESN‖DST]} 16. CH: (min_distance, max_energy)
18. SNs: {INT_CST_ELC} 17. Repeat step 11–step 14 (For CH rotation).
19. CH: Select{if WTCH is MAX} 18. END
20. SCH: Select{if WTSCH is MAX} 19. Function distanceCalc_CH_SCH BEGIN
21. REPEAT: {step 7 to 20} 20. Nodes send their location information to CH and SCH.
22. IF RESN <ETH : {SN is DEAD} 21. CH ad SCH calculates the distance of their respective nodes.
23. IF SE <ESTH : {TERMINATE} 22. Distance information is sent back to their nodes.
24. ELSE {go to step 7} 23. END.

1. Function distance call BEGIN
2. Each node sends location messages and energy information 

to the BS.
3. Calculate the distance of each node through its location by 

using the distance formula.
4. Send distance information of each node back to the respective 

node.
5. END
6. Function energyConsumptionCalc BEGIN
7. Each node transfers the sensed data to the relaying node.
8. Each node update its energy by using the energy consumption 

model
9. CH and SCH receive and sends the data of other nodes as 

well and calculates energy accordingly.
10.END

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Distances are presented in (a) whereas distance and energy-based algorithm is presented
in (b)

The distance formulae D (i) = sqrt
((
(x2− x1)2+

(
(y2− y1)2

)))
calculate distance where

(x2, y2) are the point of ith node’s location and (x1, y1) are the point of BS, respectively. Nodes
forward position to the BS that sends a feedback message to all nodes and it consumes extra
energy. Initially, the energy of all nodes is equal to 2 J. But for the transmission and reception
of data, will consume energy. Function EnergyConsumptionCalc explores the energy consumption
model given as Weight= (Distance(s), Energy). Fig. 2b illustrates both the functions for distance
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calculation and energy consumption. In the WSN, we assume to distribute the nodes in the
network equally. Sensor nodes forward the position messages to the BS and the BS sends feedback
messages to all the nodes and to locate the distance of each node from the BS. The BS performs
clustering in the entire network.

In Phase-IV, clusters are formed according to the nodes’ location that are closer to form
a cluster. We consider a rectangular region and divide our simulation region into 15 clusters
where the size of the cluster is random. The CH is selected based on weight. Similarly, SCH
selection is also based on weight. For example, the node with a higher weight is considered
as the head node. The weight is calculated using distance and higher energy. CH will rotate
during the communication but the cluster will not change. Likewise, once the clusters are formed,
and the nodes are distributed in their respective clusters, they never change. Function cluster
Formation explores the steps for the formation of a cluster.

In Phase-V, we select the CH based on the highest weight in the �rst layers whereas in the
other layers we choose the SCH based on energy. The weight is assigned by using the highest
energy and the shortest distance is given as Weight = (Distance(s), Energy). A CH from each
cluster is selected with a higher weight node and shortest distance as all the nodes’ initial energy
level is the same. The function CH_SCH_Selection illustrates the consumed energy is calculated
after completing the �rst round. The transmission of data continues until the threshold value does
not reach. The process of rotation for CH and sublayer CH to balance the nodes in the clusters.
Similarly, the distances between nodes to SCH, SCH to CH, and CH to BS are calculated.
Function distanceCalc_CH_SCH explores the step to calculate the distance at CH by calculating
the distance of SCH from all nodes. The threshold distance dth is used to segregate free space Efs
and multipath fading environment Eamp (ampli�cation energy). The free space model is considered
whenever the distance is inside the range of dth else the multipath model is used. Threshold
distance is calculated as dth =

√
Efs/Eamp where d is the distance, Efs is the energy of free space

and Eamp is the energy of ampli�cation energy. In Phase-VI, communication takes place among
nodes and their respective CH and SCH. Each node senses the data and relays it towards its
respective CH. When the distance of threshold is within the range, use the free space model and
if the threshold exceeds the multipath fading model. The hierarchy of communication �ow is
explored as follows; i) nodes transfer data to its head i.e., SCH (Nodes to SCH); ii) SCH collects
the information from nodes and relays the traf�c to CH; iii) CH collects information from all the
SCH and its cluster as well; iv) CH relay the whole traf�c of the network to sink node where the
information is evaluated for forwarding to the �nal destination.

4 Results and Analysis

This section explores the results for total energy consumption, number of alive nodes, number
of packets received by the BS, and energy utilization on each cluster. We conducted a Matlab
simulation to extract results by comparing them with other existing schemes to validate our work.
RCBRA completes 14000 rounds on average in its life cycle and its scalability is excellent. In
the proposed work multi-hop path is selected by utilizing RCBRA protocol. Moreover, a �xed
mobility pattern is adopted for the proposed scheme. A list of simulation parameters is illustrated
in Tab. 2.

4.1 Energy Consumption
A de�nite amount of energy is needed to forward information, but it is based on the speci�c

levels. Eq. (2) explores the energy consumption during transmission. In the case of reception,
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energy consumption is calculated as ERx (l) = l ∗ er. In the equation, l is the length of the data
packet, d is the distance of a particular node, et is the transmit energy, er is the receiving energy,
εfs is the free space energy, εamp is the transmit ampli�er energy and dth is the threshold distance

calculated as dth =
√
Efs/Eamp. In the �rst iteration, each node sends and receives a location

message and feedback message. It determines the amount of energy needed for data forwarding
and receiving the message. In the communication phase, the utilization of energy is individually
determined for each level. While data communication from Nodes to head (RH), sensors take the
data and transmit the data to BS by using a particular channel. In this context, the utilization of
energy for data forwarding and receiving at the RH is considered as ENodesTx = l× (et+ εfs× d2)

and ENodesRx = l× er where n is the number of nodes (except RH) inside an RH.

ETx (l, d)=

{
l×

(
et+ εfs× d4

)
, if d ≤ dth

l×
(
et+ εamp× d2

)
, if d > dth

(2)

Table 2: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

Simulation area (100× 100) m2

Number of nodes 100, 200, 300
Initial energy 2 J
εfs 10 pJ/bit/m2

Transmit ampli�er ‘εamp’ 1.3 fJ/bit/m4

Threshold distance ‘Rth’ 87.7 m
Transmitting energy ‘et’ 50 nJ/bit
Receiving energy ‘er’ 50 nJ/bit
Data length ‘l’ 500 bits
Physical and Mac model IEEE 802.15.4
Max. channel rate 250 kbps
Channel frequency 2.4 GHz
Channels 16
EDA (data aggregation energy) 5 nJ/bit
Sublayer cluster head (SCH) 14
Traf�c model Constant bit rate
Protocol operation Location-based routing

During data communication from SCH to CH, data forward from nodes to their SCH is
obtained by RH. It is collected by SCH and send towards the subsequent level. The amount
of energy is used throughout the process is estimated as ESCHTx = ∀ × l × (et + εfs × d2) and
ESCHRx = ∀ × l × (er + Eagg) for transmission and reception where ∀ is the sum of nodes in an
SCH. CH receives the data packets sent by SCH, aggregates the received traf�c, and forwards
towards the BS. The energy model evaluates the amount of energy consumed in the procedure
which is given as ECHTx = ω× l× (et+ εfs× d2)ECHRx = ω× l× (er+Eagg) where ω is the sum of
SCH in the network. Data packets transmitted from each node are aggregated at CH and forward
to the BS. The amount of energy needed to transmit the data towards the BS is calculated as
ECH−BSTx =N× l× (et+ εfs× d2) where N is the total number of WSs in a network [74].
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Fig. 3a illustrates the energy consumption comparison for a smaller number of rounds. We
determined that LEECH-C spends more energy. The network’s total energy is 200 joules and each
protocol consumes its entire energy but the difference is in their lifetime. The difference is due to
the poor energy management and the worst energy management is in LEACH-C as it consumes
all the energy at approx. 400 rounds. LEACH and EECRP consume energy at different rounds
which are approx. 580 and 720 respectively. It can be seen that LEACH-C starts consuming more
energy as compared to the other protocols due to which it dies quickly. EECRP is proposed
to be better among all of the others, as it consumes the whole energy at 720 rounds. Energy
utilization of our RCBRP protocol. The straight-line presents the network’s highest energy and it
is analyzed according to the total network energy. We have increased the number of rounds up
to 14000 in simulation scenarios to analyze the performance further. The energy consumption has
a constant slope from 1000 to 9000 that shows the linear division of the energy in the network.
There is no dead node up to 9000 rounds. After 9000, the nodes start dying and the energy
consumption becomes nonlinear. The total energy of the network is consumed at 14000 to expire
the network. The only reason for the longer network life is ef�cient load balancing which helps
to improve the network lifetime. The maximum packets are delivered are at 11000 rounds and its
value is 9.4 ∗ 105. After 11000, packet delivery starts decreasing because dead nodes will increase,
which will adversely affect the packet delivery ratio. Due to energy management, results show
quite better management in RCBRP as compared to counterparts. Fig. 3b represents the energy
consumption where the network’s initial energy is set to 200 J (2 J for each node) with a total
of 100 nodes. In this context, we examined that with the increasing number of rounds energy
utilization also enhanced. Initially, the energy consumption at 1000 rounds is 20 J, whereas it
gradually increases to 200 J at 14000 rounds. The change in slope after 12000 rounds shows
that there is less consumption at this point, and it is because the dead nodes start increasing
whereas the total consumption decreases as shown in Fig. 3c. The energy consumption of the
clusters starts increasing with the number of rounds. Similarly, residual energy starts decreasing.
The difference in energy consumption of each cluster is because of the diverse size, different geo-
location from BS and main cluster. The cluster which is farther from the main cluster will consume
higher energy because its distance is greater than the others. Distance performs an essential role
in the utilization of energy and it is the main reason each cluster consumes energy differently.
Cluster 1 is the main cluster and it consumes greater energy because it relays the whole network’s
data to the sink node. Cluster 4, cluster 6, cluster 2, and cluster 10 are the clusters that are farther
from the main cluster and some of them relay the data of the other clusters to CH, though they
consume higher energy. The threshold distance determines whether the SCH’s distance is greater
than the prede�ned threshold. Then, the traf�c is relayed through other clusters (these clusters will
be in between the farther clusters and main cluster) then normal communication will take place.

4.2 Number of Dead and Alive Nodes
Dead or expired nodes are observed due to extra energy consumption. Energy is consumed

when the nodes relay data to the SCH, SCH relays data to CH, and CH to BS. The network
keeps working until any of the nodes reaches a certain threshold with reduced energy to declare
a dead node. The dead nodes are eliminated from the communication. Results are compared
to check the effectiveness of the proposed scheme RCBRP with their counterparts. The most
important parameter of the routing protocol is to indicate those sensor nodes that are alive.
Fig. 3d illustrates that in the case of LEECH-C the �rst node dies approximately at 100th rounds
and in LEECH, and EECRP the �rst node dies after at 400th round approximately. By analyzing
the life cycle we observed that LEECH-C runs approximately for 420 rounds, LEACH remains
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alive for roughly 580 rounds. GEEC is quite better than the previous two’s as it runs for 680 the
best one which is proposed stays alive for 720 rounds. RCBRP protocol achieves far better results
as compared to LEECH, LEECH-C, and EECRP protocols. The �rst node dies at 80 rounds, 400
rounds, 380 rounds, and 380 rounds in LEECH-C, LEACH, GEEC, and EECRP, respectively.
Fig. 3e presents the comparison of active nodes based on the number of rounds. We can say that
as the number of rounds are increased the dead nodes also increased. Firstly, at 1000 rounds,
all the nodes are active and working effectively. Similarly, the working of the network remains
constant until 9000 rounds, after that the network consistency starts breaking. From 10000 to
14000 rounds, the dead nodes start increasing and it affects the active working of the network. At
14000 rounds, there are only 52 nodes alive but the network stops working because the network
is no more balanced and it reaches a critical energy level.

4.3 Number of Packets Received by the Base Station
Fig. 3f presented the total received packets at BS. EECRP and LEECH protocol approx-

imately completing 800 rounds to forward data packet towards the BS, LEACH transmits a
maximum of 52000 (approx.) packets to BS, LEACH-C transfers approx. 42000 packets, EECRP
relays approx. 60000 packets. The changes in the delivered packets considering the rounds are due
to the dead nodes. The Sooner the node dies lesser packets will be relayed and the network dies
prematurely. Network life is very important and directly related to packet delivery. Greater the
network life more packets will be delivered. EECRP delivers more packets than LEEACH and
LEEACH-C. The total number of delivered packets are analyzed at each round, therefore, as the
rounds increase the packets delivery ratio also increases. Results prove that RCBRP delivered more
number of packets as compared to its counterparts. Fig. 3g re�ects the delivery of the packets
from nodes to the BS. The number of packets increases with the increase of rounds. These are
the packets (information) sense by the sensor and relayed to the sink node. A constant slope from
1000 to 9000 shows that each node is alive and delivering information, and a disjoint slope, from
10000 to onward, indicates the dead nodes. At 1000 rounds, the number of delivered packets is
1× 105, and there is a constant increase till 9000 rounds which shows that the delivered packets
are 9× 105. After 9000 rounds, the dead nodes start increasing, so they don’t transfer any more
packets and the curve starts decreeing with the increase in rounds and it becomes around 8.2×105
packets at 14000 rounds.

(a) (b)
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Figure 3: (a, b) Energy consumption, (c) each cluster’s energy consumption, (d, e) number of alive
nodes and (f, g) number of packets received by the BS
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5 Conclusion

IoT-enabled WSN demands a dependable routing solution to share data among smart devices.
The low-power sensors carry low computation capabilities, a little amount of battery power, and
smaller memory sizes. Although several research mechanisms are designed for energy-ef�cient
routing. However, most of the strategies are not effective enough for IoT-enabled WSN due to the
more complexity or simplicity of the discussed strategies. Various strategies present energy-ef�cient
protocols to prolong the network lifespan by balancing the weight between the nodes. In this
paper, we propose RCBRP that manages the energy-ef�cient routing. It reduces the amount of
energy consumed for solving the problem of creating clusters. We proposed an optimized protocol
based on the number of CH nodes. When the BS is positioned outside the network RCBRP con-
veys a signi�cant amount of data with less energy consumption. Furthermore, RCBRP achieves
longer lifetimes in contrast to existing routing protocols including EECRP, LEECH, LEECH-C,
and GEEC. The simulation results prove the supremacy of our proposed scheme is compared to
counterparts. In the future, we shall identify the energy consumption at multiple paths from the
CH to the BS and evaluate the performance when an energy-ef�cient path is disconnected.
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